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Abstract

In the European dTTb l project, a transmission scheme for a new digital terrestrial TV
system is under development. This scheme uses the OFDM2 technique to divide the wide
band channel into a large number of narrow-band subchannels. Guard intervals are used to
combat Inter-Symbol-Interference. The transmission scheme must allow indoor reception.
With indoor/portable reception the received signal suffers from frequency selectivity. This
means that a number of subchannels in the OFDM spectrum may be received very poorly.
A widely used method of improving the received signal is to apply antenna diversity. More
than one antennas are used to receive the signal. The received signals are combined in a
combiner. The combiner improves the average signal-to-noise ratio and the distribution of
the .signal-to-noise ratio. Because of the little spatial variation of the wide-band received
signal power for indoor reception, traditional wide-band combining will not result in much
gain. In this report we analyze the performance of antenna diversity with narrow-band
combining.

From one of the buildings of Philips Research labs in Eindhoven, an OFDM spectrum
of 7 MHz is being transmitted. Measurements of the received spectrum have been carried
out on different locations. Two antennas were used to measure the received spectra as
a function of the distance between the two antennas. The measured spectra could be com
bined for each OFDM subchannel separately, using traditional combining techniques such
as maximum ratio or selection combining. It is also possible to take a group of .subchannels
as being one in the combining process. With the aid of computer simulations, the perfor
mance improvement achieved with antenna diversity and a certain combining technique,
could be calculated.

If we define the gain achieved with antenna diversity, to be the difference in required SiN
ratio for a certain bit error rate with and without antenna diversity, we found an average
gain of 7 dB when narrow-band maximum-ratio combining was used. Selection combining
gave an average gain of 6 dB. Increasing the combining bandwidth resulted in a decrease
of performance. Wide-band combining still resulted in an average gain of 2 dB. It was
also found that the antenna spacing had to be larger than ~ = 13 cm to receive sufficiently
uncorrelated signals at both antennas, where ,\ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal.

Locations with poor reception conditions benefit even more from antenna diversity. With
maximum-ratio combining, the average gain for these locations is 10 dB.

1 Digital Terrestrial Television Broadcasting
20rthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Philips Nat.Lab. participates in the European project Digital Terrestrial Television Broad
casting (dTTb). This project aims to design a digital television standard. This new digital
television system should replace the current analog PAL/SECAM system. The plan is to
introduce this new television system before the end of the century. This new digital system
must supply a hierarchy of picture qualities, ranging from Standard Definition (SD) which
is comparable with PAL quality via Enhanced Definition (ED) to High Definition (HD).
One of the requirements of the new system is the feasibility of portable reception with a
small built-in antenna.

A digital TV system can roughly be divided into three parts: Source Coding, Chan
nel coding and Multiplexing. Source coding is concerned with the compression of the
video/audio- information. Using MPEG-II based source coding, 5 Mbit/sec provides a SD
video quality, 10 Mbit/sec ensures a virtual artifact free studio quality, called ED and 25
Mbit/s allows HD studio quality. Due to the limited availability of frequencies, the trans
mission must take place in the same channels as the current terrestrial television system
(VHF bands 1 & 3 and UHF band 4 & 5). The bandwidth of the UHF channels is 8 MHz.
This implies that the total bit-stream (video, audio, data), has to be transmitted over a
channel having a bandwidth of 8 MHz. Due to the scarcity of the available spectrum and
the increasing demand for a large variety of television programs, the system must allow
as many programs in the available bandwidth as possible. Channel coding is concerned
with the reliable information transmission from the transmitter to the receiver. Channel
coding must supply portable/indoor reception of SD quality and fixed reception providing
ED /HD quality. This implies that the system must be able to transmit the same program
in more qualities (hierarchical transmission). From a channel coding point of view this is
achieved by using a so called 2-resolution QAM signal constellation, in combination with
error-correcting coding to combat the transmission impairments [9]. In Section 2.5 the
2-resolution signal constellation is described.

The terrestrial transmission channel is characterized by the effect of multipath propaga
tion. Due to terrain conditions, mountains and buildings, the transmitted signal reaches
the receiver through many different paths. Since these paths have different lengths, each
path ha.'3 its typical delay (echo). The echoes might introduce, in a digital communication
system, Inter-Symbol-Interference (lSI). One way to combat lSI is to employ Orthogonal
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Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) with guard intervals. This technique is de
scribed in Section 2.3.

If a narrow-band signal is transmitted over a multipath channel, the received signal
strength at the receiver will be very location dependent. By shifting the antenna over
a short distance, the received signal strength might be very different.
If a wide-band signal (f.e. an OFDM signal) is transmitted over a multipath channel, the
received signal will suffer from frequency selectivity. This means that the received signal
strength will be dependent on the frequency. When the receiver is placed indoors, there
will usually be no line-of-sight component in the received spectrum. This type of chan
nel is often modeled by a Rayleigh channel model. Because of the frequency selectivity,
some sub-channels can be in a deep fade, and data in these sub-channels will be unreliable.

One way to improve the transmission quality is to use more than one antenna (antenna
diversity). Because of the frequency selectivity and the little variation of the wide-band
received signal power, as a function of the antenna location, traditional wide band com
bining will not result in much gain. In [9], a new combining method is presented. This
new combining method combines the received signals for each OFDM channel separately.

With the aid of measurements and simulations the performance improvement, using this
new combining method, is calculated and presented. From one of the buildings of Philips
Nat.Lab., an OFDM test signal is being transmitted. This test signal is used for channel
measurements. How these measurements were carried out is explained in Chapter 4. With
the results obtained from these measurements, simulations are carried out. In Chapter 5
the simulation results are presented, and we will see what performance improvement can
be expected. Combining can not only be performed for each OFDM channel separately,
but it is also possible to combine more than one channel at the same time. These results
can be compared with sub channel and wide band combining.

Some preliminary results have previously been published in [16].
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Chapter 2

Description of the transmission
scheme

This chapter describes an example of the transmission scheme used in the dTTb project [9].
In this example we assume we can transmit 2 SD/ED programs per 8 MHz channel. For
each program, we want to transmit 5 Mbit/s to portable receivers (SD) and additionally 5
Mbit/s to fixed receivers (ED). In the example, we use OFDM with guard intervals. The
2-resolution transmission is achieved by using a 2-resolution QAM signal constellation.In
this example, Reed-Solomon coding gives burst error correction capability to combat the
frequency selective nature of the transmission channel. The main components in this
transmission scheme, such as the characteristics of the multipath channel and OFDM
techniques are described in detail.

2.1 The transmission system

The transmission scheme used in this report is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The signal is
transmitted over a channel with a bandwidth of 8 MHz. In this scheme a diversity combiner
is included. This double antenna/front-end structure is a receiver option.

\rlnfonnation Reed Solomon OFD Transmitter- r- Modulator - r-
source Encoder Multiplexer front-end

Multi-Path

/Cbannel \

\ V \ 1/
Narrow-Band Receiver front-end-lnfonnation Reed Solomon OFD-Demultiplexer

sink -- -- Demodulator IE- Diversity
Receiver front-endDecoder -Combiner OFD-Demultiplexer

Figure 2.1: Implementation of the transmission scheme.
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2.2 The Multipath Channel

In this section the multipath channel will be described briefly. We will look at this multi
path channel in the time domain, in the frequency domain and in the space domain. Some
assumptions will be made and we will see that a wide-band signal which is transmitted
over a multipath channel will reach the receiver heavily disturbed. First the concept of
fading will be explained as it is used a numerous times throughout this report.

2.2.1 Fading, Frequency selectivity & Spatial selectivity

In literature, the concept of fading is described often. Because in literature, the term
fading is being used for many different effects, "fading" will be defined here as it is used
throughout the rest of the report.

Traditionally, fading is linked to the time domain, Le. the received signal strength varies
as a function of time. This effect will further be called fading. In 'The New IEEE Stan
darel Dictionary of Electrical and Electronics Terms', fading is defined as; The variation
of radio field intensity caused by changes in the transmission medium, and transmission
path, in time.
In this report the assumption is made that variation of the received radio field strength
can also occur in the space domain and in the frequency domain. In the first case, the
received signal strength is very location dependent, this effect is called spatial selectivity.
If we suffer from variation in the frequency domain, this is called frequency selectivity.
Frequency selectivity can occur at the receiver side when a wide-band signal is transmitted
over a multi-path channel. Finally we introduce combined frequency and spatial selectiv
ity. The received signal strength is not only dependent on the location of the receiver but
also on the specific frequency we consider.

Throughout the rest of this report we assume a time-stationary channel, i.e. we don't
suffer from fading.

2.2.2 Characteristics of the multipath channel in the time domain

The word multipath channel is self-explanatory. Literally this means that there is more
then one path over which the transmitted signal travels before it reaches the receiver. If
we transmit an extremely short puIs 8(t) over a multipath channel, the received signal
might appear as a train of pulses, as shown in Fig 2.2.

Each individual path has its own attenuation factor ai and propagation delay ri. The
impulse response h(r) of the channel at delay r can be described by

N-l

h(r) = L ai8(r - rd,
i=O

(2.1)

where N is the number of paths between the transmitter and receiver. The attenuation
factors ai, the propagation delays ri and the number of paths N can be considered to be
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Figure 2.2: Example of the response of a multipath channel to an impulse

random variables that change with the antenna position.

Let us examine the effects of the channel on a transmitted signal that is represented
by

s(t) = ..;E";eJ27rfct •

The equivalent lowpass received signal can be described by

(2.2)

(2.3)"(1) ~ ~1 a,s(1 _ T,) = (~1 a,e-;2.[0,;) s(l.) ~ (~1 ",) s(t) ~ ",(1),

where 0: is the resulting complex attenuation factor. Due to the central limit theorem,
the resulting 0: will be complex Gaussian distributed for N ---t 00. If the phases of the
different signals add up destructively, this will result in a received signal that is very small
or practically zero. On the other hand, when the different signals add constructively, the
received signal amplitude will be larger. Thus the amplitude variations in the received
signal, are due to the multipath characteristics of the channel.

When the complex attenuation factor 0: is a zero mean complex-valued gaussian vari
able, the envelope 10:1 can be described by a Rayleigh probability density function. In
other words, there will be no line of sight component between transmitter and receiver.
In this case the channel is said to be a Rayleigh channel. On the other hand, when there
is a strong line of sight (or specular) component in the received signal, in addition to
random scatters, a has no longer a zero mean. In this case, the envelope of lal has a
Rice distribution and the channel is said to be a Ricean channel. Finally, when all power
is in the specular component the Ricean channel reduces to a Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) channel. From the three channel types described, the Rayleigh channel
is obviously the worst. The Rayleigh channel is often used as a model for the terrestrial
broadcast channel with indoor reception.

In this treatment of transmission channels, only the Rayleigh channel is considered. In
the presence of AWGN n(t), the received signal becomes

1'(t) = as(t) + n(t), (2.4 )

and the channel is characterized. If we make the assumption that 7i is small with respect
to the symbol duration, (2.4) becomes also valid for sinusoidal waves with information.
In a digital transmission scheme the transmitted signal s( t) can be selected from a set of

possible waveforms
(2.5)
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where
S k( t) = JE

Sk
ej (2tr fct+8

k) (2.6)

and ESk is the envelope and (h is the phase information of the transmitted signal. When
we represent the signal set SkU) in the complex plane, where cos(21rfet) and sin(21rfet)
are the two orthogonal bases [25], this becomes

(2.7)

The same transformation can be carried out with the AWGN n(t). The relevant part of
the AWGN becomes n in the complex plane. If we transmit signal s, the received signal
l' can now also be expressed in the complex plane and becomes

r = o:s + n.

From (2.8) it can be seen that the received signal-to-noise ratio equals /S

E[nn*] = No and E[8S*] = E s . If we now assume that

E[o:o:*] = 1,

the average received signal-to-noise ratio "Is becomes "Is = ~.

(2.8)

o'oEs with
No

(2.9)

We shall now develop a useful correlation function that defines the characteristics of a
multipath channel. Our starting point is the equivalent low-pass impulse response h(T),
where h(T) denotes the response at delay To The attenuation factors and propagation de
lays of the different delay paths are assumed to be uncorrelated (uncorrelated scattering).
Since h(T) is wide-sense-stationary we can define the output power of the impulse response
of the channel as

<Pe(T) = h*(T)h(T), (2.10)

where h*(T) is the complex conjugate of h(T). <Pe(T) is called the delay power spectrum of
the channel [22].

An averaged function ¢e(T) is shown in Figure 2.3. The range of values of T over which
¢e(T) is essentially nonzero is called the multipath spread of the channel and is denoted by
Tm' Usually the scatterers are said to be essentially nonzero if their received power is less
than 30 dB down with respect to the strongest path. The multipath spread Tm depends
heavily on the environment. For rural and urban areas, we see typical multipath spread
values of 0.7 JLS respectively 7 JLS [14].

2.2.3 The multipath channel in the frequency domain

The multipath channel can be characterized similarly in the frequency domain. By taking
the Fourier transform of h(T) we obtain the frequency transfer function H(f). Because
of the division of the wide-band channel into narrow subchannels, as will be described in
Section 2.3, we are mainly interested in the channel behavior in the frequency domain.
Each subchannel has its own attenuation factor 0: which can be described by a probabil
ity density function. The 0: values of adjacent subchannels are mutually correlated. An
important measure for this correlation is the coherence bandwidth Be of the channel.
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Figure 2.3: Averaged urban multipath intensity profile

If on a perfect channel, the power of a wide-band signal is uniformly distributed (at
the transmitter side) over the available bandwidth, the received wide-band sig'nal will also
be uniformly distributed. The multipath channel however is not a perfect channel. Due
to the delayed components of the transmitted signals that are received, the distribution of
the power over the bandwidth at receiver side will not be uniform, but shows a more or less
random power-distribution at the receiver. This effect is called frequency selectivity. The
delay power spectrum is a description of the channel in the time domain. If we perform a
Fourier Transform on the delay power spectrum, the transform relationship is simply

(2.11)

Since ¢df) is the power distribution in the frequency domain, it provides us with a
measure of the frequency coherence of the channel. The coherence bandwidth Be is the
minimum frequency spacing over which the channel transfer function is essentially uncor
related [22]. As a result of the Fourier transform relationship between ¢df) and ¢e(r),
the coherence bandwidth becomes [22],

(2.12)

If Be is small in comparison to the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, the channel is
said to be frequency-selective. On the other hand, if Be is large in comparison to the
bandwidth of the transmitted signal the channel is said to be frequency-non-selective, or
flat.

Figure 2.4 shows an example of the received power spectrum of a signal with an originally
flat spectrum, that was transmitted over a terrestrial channel (in an urban area). It can
be seen that the received spectrum suffers from frequency selectivity. When we look at
the coherence bandwidth of rural and urban environments, Be is usually in the order of

9
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Figure 2.4: Received OFDM spectrum on a frequency selective channel

respectively 1.5 MHz and 150 kHz. In the urban environment, significant power variations
take place within smaller bandwidths then in rural environments.

2.2.4 Characteristics of the multipath channel in the space domain

The multipath characteristics have already been described in the time and frequency
domain. We assumed the receiving antenna to be at a fixed position. From measurements,
it ap'pears that the received narrow-band signal strength is very location dependent [7J.
This effect is called spatial selectivity and is caused by local extinction of the signal
contributions from the different paths in a multipath channel. The distance over which
we need to shift the antenna in order to obtain uncorrelated reception conditions, is called
the coherence distance Xc' Normally, the coherence distance is in the order of >./2 , where
>. is the wavelength of the signal [15J.

2.3 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

This section describes the principles of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
[24]. OFDM forms the basis of proposed European digital broadcasting systems, where it
is combined with frequency interleaving, coding and guard intervals [2J.

2.3.1 Introduction to OFDM

The traditional way to transmit digital information over a channel, is to use single carrier
modulation. If we use such a single carrier modulation system on a multipath channel,

10
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Figure 2.5: OFDM technique versus Single Carrier system.

we have to combat a major problem, called Inter Symbol Interference (lSI), introduced
by signals from paths that arrive later in time (echoes). A very useful way to combat this
problem is to add a guard interval to each information symbol. In this guard interval the
information symbol is being extended cyclically. The loss in symbol rate can be kept small
if (Ts » Tg ), where T s is the symbol time and T g is the duration of the guard interval.
The received signal will not suffer from lSI if T g ~ Tm .

Example 1 Let u.s con.sider a .single carrier modulation .sy.stem with a bandwidth of 10
Mhz. According to the Nyqui.st criterion [22}, we should be able to reach a symbol rate of
10 M.symbol/s. The .symbol time i.s 0.1 Its. When thi.s .signal is tran.smitted over an urban
terre.strial channel, we will .suffer from lSI. In section 2.2.2 we saw typical delay .spread
value.s of Tm = 7 ItS for urban area.s. The lSI can be eliminated by adding a guard interval
to each tran.smitted .symbol. For an urban environment, a guard interval of Tg = 7,tS
should be .sufficient. It can very ea.sily be seen that we have developed a very inefficzent
.sy.stem, becau.se our net bit rate decrea.se.s enormou.sly (Ts «Tg ). One way to combat lSI
and to reach a high .spectral efficiency i.s to increase the symbol time. An increa.se of the
.symbol time mean.s a decrea.se in required bandwidth. Thi.s is where the OFDM technique
i.s very useful.

OFDM is a technique for efficiently combining many narrow-band signals, using the Inverse
Discrete Fourier 'Iransform (IDFT), into a wide-band channel. At the receiver side, we
use a Discrete Fourier 'Iransform (DFT) to demultiplex the different subchannels. In
section 2.3.2 the OFDM technique is described. In Section 2.3.3 is described how the
guard intervals are used to prevent lSI.

2.3.2 The OFDM technique

In this section it is assumed that no guard intervals will be employed, Le. Tg = O. The
OFDM technique permits the time-frequency domain to be split into small cells with di
mensions of Ts and fs = i. on the time and frequency axes respectively [24]. In Figure
2.5 OFDM and single carrier modulation are illustrated. It is clear that given a certain
usable bandwidth, the net bit rate will be the same for both the OFDM and the single
carrier technique. OFDM benefits from the fact that the symbol time is much larger.

k = 0,1,,'" N - 1 ,

Let Uk} be a set of N carrier frequencies such that

k
!k = fo + T

s

11
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Figure 2.6: The OFDM signal

where T s represents the time duration of the symbol. An orthogonal base of N signals is
then defined as

k = 0,1"", N - 1 ,

-00 < i < +00

where

(2.14)

{

ej27rht
gk(t) = 0

We can write gk(t,) = Xk(t) . Yk(t) such that

:r:k(t) = ej27rht

and

O~t<Ts

elsewhere

-oo<t<oo

(2.15)

(2.16)

{
I O~t<Ts

Yk(t) = 0 elsewhere (2.17)

Now we can use one of the Fourier transform theorems (frequency translation) to calculate
the Fourier transform Gk(f) of gk(t). If we use this theorem on our signal gk(t), the Fourier
transform is easily calculated.

G (f) = sin 7T(f - ik)Ts
k Ts 7T(f - ik )Ts

(2.18)

The signal spectra Gk(f) mutually overlap as illustrated in Figure 2.6. The sum of all
these overlapping elementary carriers leads to an almost flat rectangular power spectral
density if there is an equal power division over the subchannels. The modulated OFDM
signal can than be written as

00 N-l

s(t) = L L si,k'l/Ji,k(t),
i=-oo k=O

(2.19)

where the complex symbol Si,k represents the amplitude-phase modulation applied to the
'ljJn,k signal. The received signal will suffer from signal fading and Additive White Gaussian
Noise, Le.,

1'(t) = a(t, f,:c) s(t) + n(t),

12
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where a(t, I, x) is the complex attenuation factor as a function of time, frequency and
location and n(t) is complex Gaussian noise with spectral density No. The demodulation
method may then be expressed as

Si,k = y1 100

7'(t)'l/Ji,k(t)dt
s -00

(2.21)

The sampled representation of the 7'( t) signal in the time interval [iTs, (i + 1)TsJ is given
by the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) of the complex coefficients Si,k with
k = 0, ... ,N - 1. In practice, the modulation and demodulation processes are performed
by means of Fast Fourier Transform algorithms.

2.3.3 The guard interval

Following the Nyquist criterion, a signal waveform (called a symbol) with a bandwidth
Is can be transmitted during a period Ts, where IsTs = 1. To overcome the problem of
multipath echoes, which introd uce lSI, we extend each symbol in time with a guard interval
Tg , in which we cyclically repeat the first part of the symbol. Figure 2.7 illustrates this.
Of course the guard interval should be at least as long as the multipath spread (Tg 2: Tm).
At the receiver the extended symbol is observed in a window with the duration of the
original symbol time T s , in order to recover the transmitted symbol. This is indicated in
Figure 2.8. The window is chosen in such a way that no lSI will occur within the window
(Normally this window will be put at the end of the symbol). We have to be aware of
the fact that shifting the window, corresponds with rotating the received symbol S in the
complex plane. When the information is differentially encoded [22], we can still receive
the symbols correctly, if the window is shifted not too rapidly in the time domain. If no
differential encoding is applied, the channel state needs to be estimated.

2.4 OFDM parameters for a suggested transmission sys
tem

In [9], an example of a multi-resolution OFDM scheme is presented. The parameters from
this scheme are used in this section.
It is proposed to use a scheme with a total bandwidth of B = 8 MHz. Because the
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Figure 2.8: Received signal with multipath distortion. The shaded parts of the signal are
disturbed with lSI.

transmission channel suffers from multi-path effects, a guard interval is added at the end
of each symbol. A guard interval of 14JLs is chosen to combat the multipath effects for an
urban and rural terrain. In order to spend not more than 10% of the channel capacity to
the guard interval, the symbol time is chosen to be T s = 128JLs ~ 9Tg • Now it is possible
to transmit l/(Ts + Tg ) = 7042 symbols/s over each OFDM channel, where every channel
occupies a bandwidth of Is = l/Ts = 7812.5 Hz. It was already mentioned that a total
bandwidth of 8 MHz is used. Using the OFDM technique,

B
N = - = 1024

Is
(2.22)

channels can be placed in a bandwidth of 8 MHz. Since we need guard bands for filtering,
not more than 925 OFDM channels are used. The remaining 99 channels are modulated
with a zero signal at both extremes of the 8 MHz spectrum. This reduces the total
effective (used) bandwidth to 7.33 MHz. The total channel symbol rate becomes now
7042 x 925 ~ 6.5 Msymbol/s.

2.5 2-Resolution Transmission

Multi resolution signal constellations were first suggested by Cover in 1972 [I1J. In the
proposed system, 2-Resolution QAM is used. The signal constellation consists of 4 clouds
with 4 signal points each. Such a constellation is referred to as 2R(2,2)-QAM. Figure 2.5
shows a 2R(2,2)-QAM signal constellation. The parameter c = (db/dg)2 determines the
signal-to-noise ratio gain of the High Priority (HP) bits towards the Low Priority (LP)
bits. The 2-resolution modulation technique is very useful in a situation where we want to
provide services to fixed (rooftop antennas) receivers as well as portable receivers. Because
portable receivers suffer much more from the multipath distortion than fixed receivers with
a rooftop antenna, we can not efficiently provide the same service for both receivers. The
system is developed to provide the 2 HP bits to portable receivers, fixed receivers should
also be able to distinguish between the 4 LP points giving an extra 2 bits. If we consider
2R(2,2)-QAM to be a subset of the 64-QAM constellation, a gap of c = 25 (14 dB) seems
still rea.'3onable. This 2-resolution constellation implies that we can provide a gross bitrate
of approximately 4 x 6.5 Msymbols/s=26 Mbit/s to a fixed receiver. A portable receiver
on the other hand can receive a gross bit rate of 13 Mbit/s. From the source coding point
of view we know that a bit rate of 5Mbit/s is sufficient to provide Standard Definition
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Figure 2.9: 2R(2,2)-QAM Signal Constellation

(SD) picture quality. We now can provide two SD quality programs to a portable receiver.
If we use an additional 5Mbitjs for each program we can provide Enhanced Definition
(ED) picture quality. A fixed receiver with a rooftop antenna should be able two receive
two ED programs. It is also possible to provide a fixed receiver with 4 SD programs.
All bits transmitted are differentially encoded. The advantage of differential encoding is

that we resolve the 900 phase ambiguity problem, and that no phase recovery is necessary.

Throughout the rest of the report QPSK modulation will be used.

2.6 Error-Correcting coding

Error-correcting codes must provide sufficient protection to the LP and HP data in order
to enable correct source decoding at the receiver. A remaining bit error rate, after decod
ing, of 10-10 is thought to be acceptable. The bit sequence produced at the information
source is encoded with a [n, n - 2t, 2t + 1] Reed-Solomon (RS) code where n is the code
length, n - 2t is the number of information bytes and 2t + 1 is the minimum Hamming
distance of the code [18]. Such a code is capable of correcting t random byte errors and
has code-rate R = n~2t.

The HP bits are protected by a frequency interleaved RS[154,122,33] (code-rate R = 0.79).
In each OFDM channel, the HP bits of 4 consecutive time slots are taken together and
stored in one RS byte. Having 925 OFDM channels, we can store 6 RS[154,122,33] code
words in 4 time slots with depth 6 frequency interleaving. For the LP-bits a same kind of
code is proposed.

Table 2.1 shows an overview of the parameters that are defined in [9].
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Table 2.1: Example of the proposed OFDM parameters

N

B
Beff
Tg

channel band wid th
effecti ve bandwidth
guard interval
efficiency loss due to Tg

Mod ulation
::::} FFT-size
~ subcarrier spacing
~ symbol time
::::} useful symbol time
::::} active subcarriers
::::} Channel bit rate (16-QAM)
coding rate for portable reception Rp
coding rate for fixed reception Rf
net bit rate for portable receiver
net bit rate for fixed receiver
bit rate reserved for audio
bit rate reserved for data
bit rate reserved for SD picture quality
bit rate reserved for ED picture quality

16

: 8 MHz (VHF is discarded)
7.3:3 MHz (925 OFDM channels are used)
14 ItS

10 %
multi- resolution 16-QAM
1024

: 7.8125 kHz
: 142 ItS

: 128 ItS

: 925
: 925·7042·4 = 26.1 Mbps
: 0.79
: 0.79
: 10.3 Mbps
: 20.6 Mbps
: 512 kbps
: 128 kbps
: 4.53 Mbps
: 9.16 Mbps



Chapter 3

Antenna Diversity, theory

3.1 Introduction

Antenna diversity can be obtained by using more than one antenna at the receiver side.
Antenna diversity is often used for improving the reception quality of a transmitted signal.
Different antenna diversity techniques like space diversity, polarization diversity and angle
diversity are described in Section 3.3. Antenna diversity will probably have the greatest
effect at locations where reception conditions are poor. Portable and mobile reception fall
into this category.

The signals received with the different antennas, when a certain diversity technique is
applied, need to be combined in a combiner. Some combining techniques such as max
imum ratio combining, equal gain combining and selection combining are described in
Section 3.4. In Section 3.5 is described how the combining can be carried out for OFDM
systems.

3.2 The History of Antenna Diversity

In most literature about antenna diversity, the first reference are two articles written by
Beverage and Peterson [5, 20J. Beverage and Peterson carried out research on antenna
diversity and built a diversity combiner in 1931. The diversity combiner described in their
article consists of three spaced antennas that are connected to three receivers. The output
of each receiver is rectified and the d-c outputs are combined with a common resistor. This
combining technique could nowadays best be described by equal gain combining (section
3.4.2).

A few years before Beverage and Peterson started their work on antenna diversity, A.
de Haas already had carried out some work on antenna diversity in the Dutch East In
dies [12, 13J. His diversity system was used for telegraphy communication. The articles he
wrote about antenna diversity were published in a Dutch magazine called "Radio-Nieuws".
De Haas describes in his articles a very primitive form of antenna diversity. He uses four
antennas and four receivers. The outputs of the four receivers are combined. De Haas
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writes that the average output power of each of the four receivers needs to be adjusted
manually.

In 1959, Brennan wrote his famous article "Linear Diversity Combining Techniques" [10].
This article describes in an analytic way, different combining techniques. Articles and
books about antenna diversity that where written after Brennan's article are in most
cases based on this article.

Nowadays, antenna diversity has found many implementations. In [17], a diversity system
for a driving car is described (developed by Philips [3, 4]). One of four antennas can be
selected according to a certain selection criterion. The improvement of the received signal
is large. Philips has also developed a car vision diversity system, where two antennas are
used to improve the picture quality [21]. The car vision diversity system is developed in
such a way that the antenna signal with the strongest sound carrier power is selected.
Also cordless telephone systems can benefit from antenna diversity [19].

3.3 Antenna Diversity Techniques

The different antenna diversity techniques discussed here require that a number of anten
nas are available, each receiving the same signals information under independent fading
statistics. Proper combining of the signals yields an improved detection reliability. In the
following a number of different diversity techniques are described briefly.

3.3.1 Space Diversity

Consider an array of L antennas, where two following antennas in the array are spaced
a distance .1:. This antenna diversity technique is called space diversity. This technique
has found many applications over the years and is in wide use in a variety of present-day
communication systems. It is relatively simple to implement. The basic requirement is that
the spacing of the antennas is chosen such that the individual channel characteristics at the
antennas are uncorrelated. In practice, spacings of >../2 should be sufficient for obtaining
sufficient uncorrelation [15]. The required spacing, depends heavily on the disposition of
the scatterers causing the multipath transmission. Each of the L antennas in the diversity
array provides an independent signal to an L-branch diversity combiner.

3.3.2 Polarization Diversity

In [15], it is shown that signals received with antenna.e; that transmit/receive orthogonal
polarizations exhibit uncorrelated fading characteristics. These signals thus can be used
in diversity systems. If we use one vertically and one horizontally polarized antenna, the
antenna configuration size may be minimum.
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3.3.3 Angle Diversity

Angle diversity uses antennas with high directivity. The antennas can "look" at a certain
direction. In the multipath channel scatterers may come from all directions. If we point
these antennas at directions were strong scatterers are coming from a considerable gain
can be achieved.

3.4 Combining techniques

We have described some ways of employing antenna diversity. In the following only space
diversity is taken into account. The signals received with different diversity techniques
have to be combined with a combiner. We want to design a combiner that maximizes the
average signal-to-noise ratio 'Y and improves the resulting distribution of the signal-to-noise
ratio I' On each antenna j, j = 1, ... ,L, we receive the narrow-band signalr'j = ajs +nj'
Throughout the rest of this chapter we assume E(t) [ss*J = E s , E(t) [njnjJ = E(x) [nj1Li] =
No and OJ is the complex attenuation factor of the lh antenna signal1 . We assume aj to
be mutually independent complex Gaussian distributed with E(x) [ajai] = 1. Thus a) is
assumed to be constant in time and only dependent on the antenna location. The average
signal-to-noise ratio 'Yj at antenna j becomes

'Y- = E(x) lE(t) [(ajs)(ajs)*]] = E s (3.1)
) E(t) [njnjJ No'

A combiner generates a combined signal
L

1'c = L {3j1'j, (3.2)
j=l

where /3j is the weighting factor of antenna j. The most well-known combining techniques
are described below, where the assumption is made that the lajl values are Rayleigh
distributed.

3.4.1 Maximum Ratio Combining

(3.4)

(3.3)

Imr

In this method, the L signals are added up, each weighted with the complex conjugate ai of
aj (hence, {3j = aj). This means that the individ ual signals are cophased before addition.
Maximum ratio combining is proved to be the optimal linear combining technique [10].
Assuming that the channel state can be estimated perfectly we get

L L L

r'mr = L air'j = S L aiaj + L ainj.
j=l j=l j=l

The resulting signal-to-noise ratio Imr becomes

E(t) [Is "'~ a -a": 1

2
]LJ)=l ) )

1 E(t)[{] represents the time average and E(~)[{] represents the location average.
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and the average signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the maximum ratio combiner becomes

(3.5)

Thus, antenna diversity with maximum ratio combining improves the average signal-to
noise ratio with a factor L.

In order to employ an explicit distribution of the signal-to-noise ratio " we will, without
loss of generality, employ for the received signal rj = ajs + nj the following assumptions:
E[njnj] = 1 and E[ss*] = 1. The local signal-to-noise ratio Ij becomes Ij = laj 1

2. It will
be assumed that the variables lajl follow a Rayleigh distribution with density function

amI distribution function

(a 2: 0)
(a < 0)

(3.6)

P[ . < ] = { 1 - e-
a2

(a 2: 0)
a J - a 0 (a < 0) (3.7)

Writing the Rayleigh distribution in the form of (3.6) and (3.7) implies a particular choise
of scale; in particular E[ajaj] = 1. With (3.7) and the fact that Ij = lajl2 we can
calculate the distribution function for Ij'

The density function P'Yj (r) becomes now

h 2: 0)
h < 0)

(3.8)

(r 2: 0)
(r < 0)

(3.9)

Equations (3.8) and (3.7) are distribution functions of the situation where one single
antenna is used and therefore no combining is applied. We are interested in the distribution
of the sum Imr = L: Ij of L independent random variables each with distribution (3.8).
We know that Ij = (;r; +yJ), where Xj and Yj are independent Gaussian variables of equal
variance ~ and zero mean. Thus Imr is a chi-square distribution of 2L random variables
[15]. The probability density function of Imr (when L antennas are used) can than be
immediately written down as [10]

1 £-1 -"I'
= (L-l)!'j e J

(3.10)

(3.11)

Integration of the density function gives the distribution function

1 iTP[ (£) < .] _ J £-1 -Yd
Imr - IJ - (L _ I)! 0 Y e y.

By using P[,~? ~ ,j] = 1 - e-'Yj and the recursion relation Pb~) ~ ,j] = Pb~r-1) ~
T'j] - P (L) (rj), we have,

'YmT

(3.12)
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(3.13)

and in general,

(3.14)

This distribution function gives an indication about how much the signal can be improved
using more than one antenna. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 graphically illustrate the density and
distribution functions.

3.4.2 Equal gain combining

Equal gain combining also assumes we can make a perfect estimate of the phase of the
different aj values. The L signals are added up each corrected for their own phase, hence

(3j = ~. The combined signal becomes

The resulting signal-to-noise ratio becomes

(3.15 )

leg
E(t) [Is L:f=l lajln

=
E(t) [1L:f=l njn (3.16)

With E[ss*] = E s and E[njT~;J = No, (3.16) becomes

(3.17)

Since the assumption was made that the different aj values are uncorrelated, E[JajllaklJ =
E[lajIJE[laklJ, if j i- k. The average signal-to-noise ratio "leg becomes

(3.18)

(3.19)

If we assume that aj is zero mean complex Gaussian distributed, the laj I values are
Rayleigh distributed. For the Rayleigh distribution E[lajlJ = /1f/2 (Appendix A). The
average signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the combiner, when L antennas are used,
becomes

"leg = ~~ (1 + (L-1)~).

From (3.19) we can see that "leg increases linearly with the number of antennas used. This
was also the case for maximum ratio combining.
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Figure ;3.1: Probability density function of'Y for L-branch maximum ratio combining when
E[njnjJ = 1 and E[ss*] = 1.
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Figure 3.2: Probability distribution function of 'Y for L-branch maximum ratio combining
when E[njnjJ = 1 and E[ss*] = 1.
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3.4.3 Selection Combining

This combining technique is a switching technique. The combining rule here is that, at
any given time, the combiner simply picks out the best of L signals. More precisely, let k
denote the index of a system where Ik ~ Ij, j = 1,2, ... ,L. Than this type of system is
characterized by the design criterion

{
I (j = k)

(3j = 0 (j i= k) (3.20)

The distribution function for an L-channel selection diversity system is particularly simple
to obtain, provided the local noise powers E(t) [njnj] are equal for all antennas. Again,
assume E[njnj] = 1 and that the lCl:'jl values are Rayleigh distributed. Then the individual
signal-to-noise ratios Ij have the distribution of (3.7). By (3.20), the output signal-to
noise ratio is the largest of the of the individ ual,j' If the largest Ij = ;Z:, then the local
signal-to-noise ratio of every channel,j ~ x. Hence, the output of the selection combiner
will also have ISC ~ ;Z:. This means that the probability that the signal-to-noise ratio of the
selection combiner ISC ~ ;z;, is equal to the probability that all the L signal-to-noise ratios
Ij ~ x. Because the channel conditions at the different antennas are uncorrelated it is very

easy to calculate the probability distribution function P[,~~) ~ ,j] and the probability
density function P (L) (,j) of a selection combiner.

'YBe

and

Pb~~) ~,j] = P[,l ~x"",'L"'X]
P[,l ~ .T] ..... Ph'L ~ x] = (Pbj ~ x])L
(1 - e-'Y)L

(:3.21 )

P (L)(,j) = dPb~~) ~ ,j] = L (1 - e-'Y)L-l e-'Y (3.22)
'YBe

Figure 3.3 and 3.4 graphically show the density and distribution functions for a different
number of branches L. It is also interesting to known how the average signal-to-noise ratio
'Ysc at the output of the combiner is improved. We know,

We make the substitution of y = 1 - e-'Y and dy = e-'Yd
"

and obtain

'YSC = L 10
1

[-log(I - y)] yL-1dy.

Using the series [1]
00 yk

-log(I - y) = L k for' Iyl < 1,
k=1

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

'YSC becomes,
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(3.26)

(3.27)

00 1 (00 1 L 1) L 1
= 2: - - 2: - - 2: - = 2: -.

k=1 k k=1 k k=1 k k=1 k

In general, when E[88*] = Es and E[njnj] = No, (3.26) becomes

E L 1_ s ~

Tsc = N L.- k'
o k=1

We can see that the "isc does not increase linearly with the number of antennas used. This
in contrary of maximum-ratio and equal-gain combining. This is easily explained by the
fact that on every instant only one antenna signal is processed. When a small number of
antennas are used, selection combing can compete very well with equal gain and maximum
ratio combining.

3.4.4 Power Ratio combining

Power Ratio combining is a combining technique that doesn't take into account the phase
information of the received signals (a so called non-coherent combining technique). If we
can make a perfect estimate of the envelope lajl of the received signals, we can combine
the L signals by adding them up each multiplied with the envelope laj I. The combined
signal T' becomes

L L L

T' = 2: /ajlrJ 82: lajlaj + 2: lajlnj
j=1 j=1 j=1

The signal-to-noise ratio Tpr can be calculated and becomes

(3.28)

(3.29)
E s 12:1=llajlajI2

No 2:1=1 lajl2
Tpr

E(t) [Is 2:1=1 lajjajn
=

E(t) [12:1=1 laj1njn

If we make the substitution aj = ajej()j where OJ is the phase of the jth received signal
and aj = lajl, Tpr becomes

E s (2:1=1 aj + 2:1=1 2:r=l,j# aJa~ej(()j-()k))
Tpr = L 2 • (3.30)

No 2:j =1 aj

Because power ratio combining does not take the phase information into account, the
improvement of the average signal-to-noise ratio is very poor. For this same reason the
average signal-to-noise ratio 'Ypr and the improvement of the distribution will not be ex
amined.

3.4.5 Adding up L signals in a non-coherent manner

This section describes a combining technique that just adds up L received signals ({3j = 1
for all j). It will be shown that this combining technique does not improve the performance
of a system. The received signal at the output of the combiner becomes

L L L

T'nc = 2: 1'j 8L aj + L nj' (3.31)
j=1 j=1 j=1
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Figure 3.3: Probability density function of "I for L-branch selection combining when
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The resulting signal-to-noise ratio becomes

Inc

E(t) [(SI:1=1 aj) 2]

E(t) [(I:1=1 nj) 2]
_~ (t ao )2 =
- LNo j=1 J

(3.32)

The substitution

can be made because the aj values are complex Gaussian distributed and mutually un
correlated. The average signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the combiner becomes

(3.33)

We can see that the average signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the combiner equals the
average signal-to-noise ratio of the system when no combining was applied. The perfor
mance of the system is not improved, actually a new antenna with other characteristics is
generated.
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3.4.6 Comparison of the combining techniques

Several combining methods were examined. In this section the differences between the
combining methods are discussed. It has been stated that combining methods taking
into account the phase information of the received signals will perform much better than
combining techniques that don't. Figure 3.5 shows the improvement of the average signal
to-noise ratio for different combining techniques as a function of the number of branches L.
If we look at the situation where only L = 2 antennas are used, maximum ratio combining
has an average signal-to-noise ratio of 0.5 and 1.3 dB larger then respectively equal gain
and selection combining. Figure 3.6 shows the difference in the distribution of maximum
ratio and selection combining. The more branches are used the better Maximum Ratio
performs. In a diversity system where only two branches are used, selection combining is
a good solution. In practical systems, a variant of selection combining, scanning diversity,
is often used. Scanning diversity is a switching technique where you only choose another
antenna if the signal of the current antenna drops below a certain threshold value.

There are many different methods to determine the system improvement when antenna
diversity is applied. For example one can examine the fraction of time that the received
signal is under a certain unacceptable value. It is a very useful way of determining the
improvement of the system. The dTTb project in which Philips is active, is not yet in a
state of development where one can determine a particular level where the received signal
is acceptable. Thus it is not possible to define system improvement in terms of time that
the received signal is under a threshold value. If we consider a RS-coded system, we can
determine the signal-to-noise ratio (~ h needed to reach a certain bit error rate. If we
calculate the signal-to-noise ratio (~ h again when antenna diversity is applied, we can
define the system improvement to be,

(3.34)

where G is the gain which is, a.<; well as the S / N values, expressed in dB. This method of
determining the system improvement is used in this report.

In [6]. the performance of L = 2 antenna diversity reception is analyzed on an infinitely in
terleaved Rayleigh fading channel. A RS[255,223,33] code wa.<; used. The bits were QPSK
modulated. The performances are depicted in Figure 3.9. From Figure 3.9 we can derive
that a significant performance improvement is achieved when maximum ratio, equal gain
or selection combining are applied.

3.5 Antenna diversity for coded OFDM systems

Until now it wa.<; assumed that the transmitted signal s was a narrow band signal, i.e.
Be » B, where B is the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. This implies that the Uj

values are constant over the bandwidth. The OFDM signal with B=8 MHz, on the other
hand, is a wiele-band signal with respect to the coherence bandwidth. In a broadcast
situation with ineloor portable reception, the coherence bandwidth can be very small. The
C\'.j values will no longer be constant over the bandwidth of 8 MHz. Frequency selectivity
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is introduced. Figure 3.7 shows two received OFDM power spectra with two different
antennas spaced by >../2. The originally transmitted (flat) OFDM spectrum is also shown.
Maximum ratio combining can not be realized for such wide-band signals, since it is not
possible to define one complex attenuation factor aj for the wide-band signal. Selection
combining could be applied. The strongest signal could be selected and processed. Be
cause the received suffers from both frequency selectivity and spatial selectivity and the
fact that there is only a little variation in the total received wide-band power, wide-band
selection combining will not result in much gain.

In [6], it is suggested to perform the combining for each subchannel separately. In other
words, the front-end and OFD demultiplexer need to be implemented L fold. The outputs
of the different OFD demultiplexers are fed to N combiners. N represents the number of
subchannels in the OFDM signal and L denotes the number of antennas used. A diversity
receiver of such a scheme is shown in Figure 3.8. Much higher gain can be achieved with
this kind of narrow-band combining on a frequency selective fading channel. This type of
narrow-band combiner has two benefits. First, it is possible to implement maximum ratio
combining because we can define a complex attenuation factor aj,i for each ith channel
in the OFDM signal at the jth antenna. Secondly, we can perform the combining much
more effectively because the combining can take place for each OFDM channel separately.
The results of Figure 3.9 were obtained with simulations where an infinitely interleaved

Rayleigh fading channel was assumed. If the channel is infinitely interleaved, the com
plex attenuation factors aj,i are uncorrelated. The assumption that the received signals
at different antennas are uncorrelated can be considered to be valid, but the attenuation
factors of the different OFDM subchannels at a certain antenna will be correlated in most
practical situations.

With the aid of measurements this correlation can be obtained. From these same mea
surements and simulations, the performance improvement can be calculated for a certain
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narrow-band combining technique. In the following chapters this will be worked out in
detail.
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Chapter 4

Channel Measurements

4.1 Introduction

From one of the buildings of Philips Research Labs in Eindhoven, an vertically polarized
OFDM signal with an effective bandwidth Bel I of 7 MHz is being transmitted at a center
frequency of 762 MHz. The characteristics of the OFDM transmitter are depicted in Ap
pendix C. Because an OFDM spectrum is a flat spectrum, it is well suited for measuring
fading characteristics. A PAL spectrum in contrary, has a few peeks at the specific fre
quencies. Before measurements of the received signal strength at different locations could
be performed, there was need for an antenna system with which these measurements could
take place. The following demands where made for the antenna system: At different lo
cations we should be able to receive the transmitted OFDM spectrum with two different
antennas. The distance between these antennas must be variable. Further, the received
wide-band power spectrum of the OFDM signal must be stored on a computer. Some
aspects of the antenna system will be discussed in this chapter.

4.2 Measurement setup

Because of the fact that measurements had to be carried out at many different locations,
the measurement-setup had to be movable. A small car was used to carryall the equipment
around. Figure 4.1 shows the system with which the measurements were carried out. The
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Spectrum analyser

E
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Figure 4.1: The measurement system
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antennas used to receive the 7 MHz wide OFDM spectrum, are >../4 mono-poles with
a groundplane (see Appendix B). A large metal plate is used as ground-plane. Both
antennas are vertically polarized. The computer is used as control-unit. With a little
motor, antenna 2 can be moved very precisely over a distance of about 1 meter to vary the
antenna spacing. The spectrum analyzer can measure the power spectra of the transmitted
OFDM signal. This signal can be sent to a computer and stored on a harddisk.

4.3 The measurements

To obtain representative results it is necessary to measure the OFDM spectrum at many
different locations. The locations were taken all over Eindhoven. Measurements were
carried out in a large number of office-buildings, residential houses and apartment buildings
within the range of the transmitter. Multiple measurements per location were carried
out. In residential houses, for example, measurements where carried out in the living
room, kitchen and other rooms that were reachable with the measurement setup. In the
office buildings many measurements were carried out in different rooms and floors. For a
complete overview of the locations where measurements were carried out see Appendix D.

During a measurement run, the setup was placed at a fixed position, while antenna 2 was
moved to vary the distance between the two antennas. The initial spacing of the two
antennas was always 10 Col (~>../4). During one measurement run, 50 spectra received
from each antenna were measured and sent to the computer. After a spectrum was read,
antenna 2 was moved each time over a distance of 1.25 em (~ >../32). After 50 measure
ments the distance between the antennas was 71.25 em. The measurements showed that
under stationary conditions the two antennas did not influence each other, since antenna
1 received 50 identical frequency spectra.

During a period of three weeks, measurements were carried out at 40 different locations.
At each location, a number of 3 to 8 measurement runs were carried out. Every measure
ment run was carried out at another place in the room. The setup was also placed at
another angle towards the transmitter. This was done to obtain a representative set of
mea.'3Urements for each location. All rooms reachable at a certain location were visited.
This gave a total of approximately 200 mea.'3urement runs. One month after the measure
ments were finished, a few locations were visited again to verify the earlier acquired data.
Under stationary conditions we found the results to be the same.
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Chapter 5

System simulations

In this chapter, simulation results are presented showing the difference in performance
between several narrow-band and wide-band combining techniques with respect to no
combining according to the measurement results. Because the simulations were very time
consuming only maximum ratio and selection combining were investigated. Simulations
have been carried out using different Reed Solomon codes and different frequency inter
leaving depths. The channel data obtained from the measurements described in Chapter
4 are used in the simulations.

5.1 Computer simulations

The transmission scheme discussed in Chapter 2 is simulated with the aid of a computer
program. The main task of the computer simulations is to simulate the actual situation
as good as possible. It is assumed that the guard interval is long enough to get rid of Inter
Symbol Interference (lSI). The following demands were made for the computer simulations:

• Given a certain me3o<;ured spectrum, a Reed Solomon code and a modulation tech
nique (for example QPSK), the BER can be calculated 30<; function of the Es/No .

• Given two me3o<;ured spectra, a Reed Solomon code, a modulation technique and a
combining technique, the BER after decoding of the combined signal can be calcu
lated as function of Es/No.

5.1.1 The Simulation Software

In order to be able to calculate the bit error rate of a certain spectrum 30<; a function of
the signal-to-noise ratio of the measured signal, a complete computer program had to be
developed to carry out the desired functions. Figure 5.1 shows the setup of the program.
The different blocks are described below.

Random bit generator
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Figure 5.1: Simulation of narrow-band combining.

The random bit generator consists of a subroutine that produces randomly bits until
a predetermined number of bit errors is detected.

Reed Solomon encoder

The generated bits are RS encoded. Unless stated otherwise, a RS[255,223,331 code was
implemented, where one RS word consists of 1 byte. This byte in placed in 4 QPSK
symbols in time. Unless stated otherwise, no interleaving is applied.

Modulator + OFD multiplexer.

The encoded bits are modulated according to a predetermined modulation technique
and OFD multiplexed. The measured OFDM signal has a bandwidth of 7 MHz. If
we place 1020 sub-channels in this 7 MHz wide signal, the sub-channel spacing becomes
Is = B/1020 = 6.8 kHz. In the rest of this report we will use this subchannel spacing and
perform QPSK modulation on the subchannels.

Fading characteristics & Additive White Gaussian Noise

The OFDM spectra obtained from the measurements need to be implemented into the
simulations. The wide-band measured OFDM spectra are divided into N = 1020 chan
nels. The received signal of a kth OFDM channel becomes

(5.1)

(5.2)

where E[skskl = Es , E[nknkl = No and (}:k is the attenuation factor of the kth OFDM
subchannel. The (}:k values can be calculated from the results of the measurements. This is
done in the following way. Consider a received OFDM spectrum with 1020 sub-channels.
The power received in a certain sub-channel k is Pk • The wide band received power of a
measured OFDM spectrum becomes

N' ff

P, =""Rkwide L
k=l

where Pk are values obtained from the measurements and Neff = 1020. If we divide the
wid€'-band received power by the number of OFDM channels we obtain the average received
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power per OFDM channel (P = PWide/N). With the assumption that E[O!kO!k] = 1, the
attenuation factor of a OFDM channel is calculated with

{P;
O!k =yp (5.3)

These C¥k values are real values. In an actual situation the value of C¥k will be complex.
Thus it is impossible to deduce from the measurement results, any phase information of
the C¥k. The received signal 7'k is also disturbed by Additive White Gaussian Noise (with
two-sided spectral density No/2). The noise power level can be varied in the simulations.
This means that the average signal to noise ratio of the received (simulated) signal can be
varied.

OFD Demultiplexer & narrow-band combiner

The disturbed signal is OFD Demultiplexed and combined in a narrow-band combiner.
The narrow-band combiner can simulate different combining techniques such as maximum
ratio combining and selection combining. It is also possible to vary the combining band
width in terms of OFDM channels. The combiner generates a new improved signal with
respect to no combining.

QPSK demodulator

The received symbols are converted to bits.

Reed Solomon decoder

We know from a RS[255,223,33] code that 16 byte errors can be corrected. The RS
decoder looks at a data blok of 255 bytes. If more that 16 byte errors occur in this block,
the RS decoder cannot correct the errors, otherwise all errors can be corrected.

Bit Error Calculator

The originally transmitted bits are compared with the bits that went through the simu
lated channel. The number of bit errors can be determined. The simulations stop when
250 byte errors have occurred. By varying the noise power No, the bit error rate (BER)
can be calculated a" a function of the average signal-to-noise ratio 'Yb per information bit.
For QPSK modulated bits, 'Yb becomes

where R = 223/255 is the code rate.

5.1.2 The Simulation Setup

'Yb =
1 P

2RNo
(5.4)

This section briefly describes how the results are obtained with the simulations. As already
stated, the simulator calculates the BER as a function of "lb' For example, if we use the
measured spectra from Figure 3.7 in the simulator, we come up with the results of Figure
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Figure 5.2: Simulation results for a RS[255,223,33] coded OFDM scheme for two narrow
band combining techniques (2 antennas) and results when no combining is applied.

5.2. The results for both maximum ratio and selection combining are depicted. For bit
error rates smaller than 10-\ maximum ratio combining gives 1 dB extra performance
improvement compared with selection combining. The performance of the system without
antenna diversity is also depicted in Figure 5.2. For this particular situation the gain G
(see equation 3.34) reached with selection combining would be 13 dB. Figure 5.2 illustrates
only one simulation result. The gain G, as a function of the distance between the two
antennas, is a more interesting measure. In Chapter 4 it was stated that each measurement
run consisted of 50 measured spectra for each antenna. The gain as function of the antenna
spacing for a certain measurement run can be calculated by using the measured spectrum
of antenna 1 and combine it with any of the 50 measured spectra of antenna 2. Another
possibility is to combine the mth measured spectrum (from a certain measurement run) of
antenna 2 with all the other measured spectra of antenna 2 from the same measurement
run. This leads to M x (M - 1) = 50 x 49 extra pairs of measured spectra for each
mea."iurement run where simulations can be carried out with.

5.1.3 What can be derived from the simulations

The object of the simulations is to be able to come to some interesting conclusions about
antenna diversity in relation to the OFDM system. The following items have been inves
tigated:

• The average gain averaged over all visited locations that can be expected as a func
tion of the distance between the two antennas.

• The distribution of this gain.

• The gain that can be expected at locations with poor reception conditions.
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Figure 5.3: The average gain reached with selection combining and maximum-ratio com
bining as a function of the distance between the two antennas, for a RS[255,233,33] coded
OFDM scheme (BER=10-4 ; A = 39.4 cm).

• The average gain that can be expected when the combining bandwidth is increased.

• Relation between coherence bandwidth and maximum useful combining bandwidth.

• The effect of different codes and different frequency interleaving depths on the per
formance of the combining techniques.

5.2 The Average Gain reached with selection combining
and maximum ratio combining

A interesting measure for the performance improvement is the average gain G that can be
achieved with narrow-band combining (based on the measurement results), with

- (1 Q G)G = 10 x log - L 1010
Q k=l

(5.5)

where Q is the number of simulation-runs. Figure 5.3 depicts the average gain achieved
with selection combining and maximum-ratio combining as a function of the distance be
tween the antennas. The combining was carried out for each OFDM subchannel separately.
In this particular Figure, G is an average for all locations where measurements have been
carried out.

In Figure 5.3 it can be seen that the antenna spacing is of importance. If the antenna
spacing is larger than 10 cm (~), G has reached its maximum value for both combining
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techniques. From this we can deduct that the signals received at an antenna are suffi
ciently uncorrelated when the antenna spacing is larger than ~. With Figure 5.3 it can be
seen that G is 5.5 dB for selection combining and 6.7 dB for maximum-ratio combining. In
Section 3.4 was found that maximum ratio improves the reception quality, in comparison
with selection combining, with approximately 1.3 dB, when L = 2 antennas were used.
The simulation results show the same effect, provided that only the simulation results
where the antenna spacing is larger than ~ are taken into account.

Another interesting results is the distribution of G. The distribution gives information
about the percentage of locations where G is below a threshold value. Only those simu
lation results where the antenna spacing is larger than 1are taken into account. Figure
5.4 shows the probability density function of G for both maximum-ratio and selection
combining. This figure permits us to calculate the probability that a certain threshold
gain is exceeded (probability distribution function). Figure 5.5 illustrates this.

The results depicted until now, were based on all measurements. It is much more interest
ing to know what gain G will be obtained for locations with poor reception conditions. For
example, it is possible to take a subset of all measurement locations where the following
demands were made for those locations:

• Houses at large distance from the transmitter (at least 5 km).

• Locations deep inside buildings (e.g. inside the University of Technology)

• House and apartment buildings with large obstacles between transmitter and re
ceiver.

Figure 5.6 depicts the average gain G for those locations. It can be seen that much higher
performance improvement can be reached when the reception conditions are poor (9 dB
for selection combining and 10 dB for maximum-ratio combining). From Figure 5.6 we can
depict that the locations that need this extra improvement, benefit more from antenna
diversity than location with good reception conditions.

5.3 Increasing the combining bandwidth

Until now it was assumed that the combining took place for each OFDM subchannel
separately. Such a combiner has a large hardware complexity (Chapter 6). To reduce
complexity we can increase the combining bandwidth. For an OFDM scheme, the OFDM
subchannels are obtained with a FFT. Normally, for L = 2 antenna diversity, two of these
FFT operations are needed. Because it is also possible to perform the combining some
where inside the FFT, complexity is reduced. Practically this means that the combining in
not carried out for each OFDM subchannel separately, but for a group of OFDM-channels
as being one. Increasing the combining bandwidth has two disadvantages. First, it is
more difficult to use maximum-ratio combining (because it becomes more difficult to de
fine oj,i)' Secondly, if the combining bandwidth is increased, this will normally reduce the
performance improvement.
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Figure 5.6: The average gain reached with two combining techniques as a function of
the distance between the two antennas, for locations with poor reception conditions on a
RS[255,22:3,3:3] coded OFDM scheme (BER=lO-4; A = 39.4 cm).

For selection combining, an increasing combining bandwidth means no more than selecting
the cluster of OFDM subchannels with the strongest received power. Figure 5.7 illustrates
the average achieved gain with selection combining for different combining bandwidths,
where all measurement locations were taken into account. It can be seen that G decreases
when more subchannels are combined together. The gain that can be expected for a cer
tain combining bandwidth is also dependent on the coherence bandwidth. If the combining
bandwidth becomes larger than the coherence bandwidth, the expected gain will decrease
rapidly. On the other hand, at locations where the reception conditions are reasonably
good, the largest distortion will come from short (strong) echoes. In this case we will
have a large coherence bandwidth and the received signal will be frequency non-selective.
Wide-band combining will still result in much gain for these locations.

Locations with poor reception conditions suffer much more from longer echoes. The re
ceived signal will be very frequency selective and the difference in performance between
narrow-band and wide-band combining will be much higher. Figure 5.8 illustrates this.

5.4 U sage of different codes and frequency interleaving
depths

The simulation results presented until now where based an a RS[255,223,33] code with no
frequency interleaving. Normally, when a RS code is applied, the code-words belonging
to a code will be interleaved in frequency. Figure 5.9 illustrates this for a RS[255,223,33]
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four RS[255,223,33] codes can be stored in 1020 channels

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1020

OFDM-channel

Figure 5.9: RS coding with frequency interleaving, the parts with the same shades belong
to the same code.

code. If a RS[255,22:3,33] code is applied (with 1020 OFDM-channels), 4 frequency inter
leaving can be implemented. If frequency interleaving is applied, the RS code will improve
the performance (with respect to no frequency interleaving) because two successive code
words will be less correlated and the less correlation between code-words, the better the
performance of the code. Figure 5.10 shows the difference in performance improvement
with narrow-band selection and maximum-ratio combining for a RS[255,223,33] code when
four frequency interleaving is applied and without frequency interleaving. It can be seen
from Figure 5.10 that G decreases when interleaving is applied. This is obvious because
the RS code gives better results when frequency interleaving is applied. We can conclude
from this that the performance improvement, when antenna diversity is applied, decreases
when the performance of the RS code increases (and vise versa).

Figure 5.11 illustrates that the overall performance improves when frequency interleav
ing is applied. This Figure also illustrated the reason why G decreases when frequency
interleaving is applied.

Simulations have also been carried out using another RS code. A fictive code was used
with a length of 1020 code words. From the set of 1020 code words, 16 word errors can
be corrected (for simplicity we call this a RS[1020,988,33] code. The RS[255,223,33] code
on the other hand, can correct 16 word errors in a block of 255 words. It can be expected
that the RS[255,223,33] code has a higher performance. If we carry out simulations with
the RS[1020,988,33] code we find the average gain G to be 1.1 dB higher when selection
combining is used as combining technique.
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Chapter 6

Hardware implementation

Implementing a diversity system for an OFDM based scheme into hardware adds com
plexity to the traditional hardware implementation for an OFDM scheme. Normally, for
L = 2 antenna diversity, we need two complete frond-ends and two FFT chips. These
components are at this moment still very expensive.

A frond-end which convert the HF signal to a base-band signal contains a very stable
oscillator. This oscillator could probably be shared by both frond-ends, and hence leads
to reduced costs. ThE' same holds for the frequency and time synchronization units.

ThE' FFT operation, on the other hand, should normally be performed twice. In Sec
tion 5.:3 is shown that increasing the combining bandwidth reduces complexity. In Section
5.:3, it was also shown that the performance of the diversity system decreases with increas
ing combining bandwidth. The measure of performance decreasement that is acceptable,
is something that only can be determined with experiments.

There is however a possibility to implement both FFT operations of a diversity system
with only one FFT chip, if this chip is sufficiently fast. A requirement for this chip is
that it can calculate two complete Fourier transforms during the duration of a single
symbol including the guard interval. A possible hardware implementation for a diversity
scheme using only one FFT chip is shown in Figure 6.1. Problems related with timing
and frond-ends are not yet considered.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this chapter some conclusions are formulated with respect to the research that has been
carried out. First, some traditional combining techniques were discussed. Further, the
perfomances of these combining techniques in combination with a coded OFDM scheme
are discussed. It will be shown that the choice of the code is of importance for the per
formance improvement when antenna diversity is applied. The choice of the combining
bandwidth is also of importance.

In Section 3.4 it was shown that the performance improvement of a diversity system
is very dependent on the applied combining technique. We saw that combining techniques
that take into account the phase information of the received signals, such as maximum
ratio combining and equal gain combining, resulted in a high performance improvement.
Combining techniques that do not use the phase information of the received signal gave
very little performance improvement. Selection combining, is a combining technique that
doesn't fall into these categories. It can compete very well with maximum-ratio and equal
gain combining when L is small.

The performance improvement of maximum-ratio, equal gain (has not been investigated)
and selection combining, when used in a coded OFDM scheme, is also very high, presumed
the combining can take place for each OFDM subchannel separately. With maximum-ratio
combining, an average gain of 7 dB was found (based on all the measurements). It was
also found that the spacing of the antennas is of importance. When the antenna spacing
wa,s larger than i, the received signals at both antennas were sufficiently uncorrelated.

The performance improvement at locations with poor reception conditions was even higher.
Maximum-ratio combining gave an average gain of 10 dB for these locations.

The combining bandwidth is also important for the performance improvement. It is ob
vious that when the coherence bandwidth is much larger than the combining bandwidth,
the best result are to be expected with antenna diversity. Locations with poor reception
conditions, usually have a very small coherence bandwidth. Increasing the combining
bandwidth will rapidly decrease the performance of antenna diversity for these locations.

The choice of code and the frequency interleaving depth are also of importance for the
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performance of antenna diversity. If a code is used with very good performances, antenna
diversity can add some extra improvement to the performance. This extra improvement
becomes smaller when a better code is used and visa versa.
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Chapter 8

Suggestions for further research

In this report simulation results of the gain that can be expected when antenna diver
sity is applied where presented. Antenna diversity increases the performance of a coded
OFDM system considerably. But to obtain more representative results we can make some
suggestions:

• Given the performance improvement, based on measurements and simulation results,
it would be very useful to implement a diversity system into hardware. Because an
OFDM modem and an MPEG encoder and decoder already exist, this should not be
that difficult. When a diversity system is built, the performance can be measured
much more effective. One can compare the relative time that the picture quality is
unacceptable with and without antenna diversity.

• The measurements carried out for the simulations could only take place in Eindhoven
because the transmitter power was not strong enough to carry out measurements
further away from the transmitter. It is however very interesting to investigate the
results of antenna diversity when the distance between the transmitter and receiver
becomes larger, because most likely the echoes will become longer if the distance
between transmitter and receiver becomes larger. The longer the echoes, the smaller
the coherence bandwidth and the smaller the coherence bandwidth the more the
received signal suffers from frequency selectivity.

• It can be very interesting to calculate the performance improvement instead of sim
ulating this. During the research period, an effort has been done to calculate the
performance improvement with a certain recursive algorithm, but this algorithm re
quired too much computer time. It can be interesting to improve the speed of this
algorithm.

As mentioned above, there is still a lot of work that can be carried out on the area of
antenna diversity. Of course what will and won't be carried out is a matter of costs and
priority.
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Appendix A

The Rayleigh distribution

Consider two independent real stochastical variables ;1: and y, each Gaussian distributed
with E[x] = E[y] = 0 and standard deviation E[x2] = E[y2] = (72. The joint probability
density function is given by:

(A.l)

(A.3)

If we express (A.l) in polar coordinates (1',8), where

1,2 = x 2+ y2

8 = arg(x + jy)

and
dxdy = 1'(17'd8

The probability density function in coordinates l' and 8, g(1', 8) follows from

g(1',8)dn18 = f(x,y)d:rdy

and becomes

g(1' 8) = _1'_e(~) (A.2)
, 21W2

The probability density function of the phase 8 can be calculated by integrating l' over
[0,00) and substituting u = 1,2/2(72

g(8) = _1_ roo1'e(~)d1' = _1 rooe-udu =~,
21W2 10 21f 10 21f

Hence, the phase 8 is uniformly distributed over (-1f, 1f). In the same way as we calculated
the density function for the pha.~e, we can calculate the probability density function g(1')
for the amplitude 1',

(A.4)

l' is defined to be Rayleigh distributed and equation (AA) gives the Rayleigh probability
density function.
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The expectation of r k

The expectation E[r k ] of l'k follows from [22]:

With the aid of the Gamma function f(p) [22]' where

f(p) =100

tp-1e-tdt p > 0

f(p) = (p - I)! P an integer, p > 0

f(~)=y7T

f(~) = V;

(A.5)

(A.6)
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Appendix B

The antenna

Before it's possible to begin any signal strength measurements you need to have an an
tenna. Antennas can be divided in two groups: linear antennas and aperture antennas.
In the next Sections, the Maxwell equations will be used. The reader is assumed to be
familiar with these equations.

B.l Characteristics of the ideal dipole antenna

The ideal dipole is a fictive antenna, but may be considered to be a piece of a larger
current on an actual antenna. We shall use the term ideal dipole for a piece of uniform
amplitude current which is of infinitesimal length or of very small finite length, ~z « A.
Consider an element of current of length ~z along the z-axis, centered on the coordinate
origin. The current is of constant amplitude I. The current density can be represented by

, ,
J = I 8(x ) 8(y ) z ~z , ~z

f07' -- < z < -
2 2

(B.1 )

(B.2)

In this case the vector potential volume integral (see appendix?) reduces to a one
dimensional integral.

~ jt:>.Z/2 ej {3R ,
A = zI --dz

-t:>.z/2 4rrR

The length ~z is very small compared to the wavelength A and the distance R. See Fig
B.1. Since ~z is very small, the distance R from points on the current element to the
field point equals the distance 7' from the origin to the field point. Substituting 7' for R in
(B.2) and integrating gives

Icj {3r
A = ~z z (B.3)

4rr7'

For an infinitesimal current, (B.3) is exactly true and is approximately true for a small (
~z « A and ~z « R) but finite uniform current element, We are now ready to calculate
the electromagnetic fields created by the ideal dipole, The magnetic field becomes [23]

H = yo x A = yo x (Azz)
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z

P

Figure B.1: The ideal dipole. Current I is uniform, b.z « '\, and R ~ r.

and the electrical field
1

E = -.- \7 x H (B.5)
JW€

If we only look at the electric and magnetic fields far away (7' ~ ,\), the magnetic and
electrical fields become respectively,

H

E

B.l.l Directivity and Gain

I b.z ej {3r ~
--j(3- sin Bq,

411" . r

I b.z ej {3r ~
--jWIL-- sin BS

411" 7'

(B.6)

(B.7)

One very important description of an antenna is how much it concentrates energy in
one direction in preference to radiation in other directions. This characteristic of an
antenna is called directivity and is equal to its power gain if the antenna is 100% efficient.
Usually power gain is expressed relative to a reference such as an isotropic radiator or
half-wavelength dipole. The power radiated by an antenna is

Pr = ~ Re JJ(E x H*) . ds (B.8)

In the far field of the antenna, where E and H are in phase, perpendicular and in a plane
perpendicular on the propagation direction, the powerflux S(R, B, ¢) is

S(R B "') = .!.IE
2
(R,B'¢)1 Wattlm

, "p 2 12011" 2
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This means that the power per steradian can be defined as

(B.IO)

If we integrate P(0, ¢) over all angles around the antenna we obtain the total radiated
power r (21r

Pr = J
o

J
o

P(O,¢)sinOdOd¢

The radiation intensity Pi(O, ¢) of an isotropic radiator is Pi(O, ¢) = f;.

(B.ll)

Definition 1 The gain function G(0, ¢) of an antenna, in the far field, i.s defined a.s the
relation between the radiation intensity of an antenna and the radiation inten.sity Pi(O, </J)
of an i.sotropic radiator.

G(O,¢) = P(O,¢) = 47rP(O,fb)
Pi(O, ¢) Pr

(B.I2)

(B.I3)

Definition 2 The maximum of the gain function G(O, ¢) is called the antenna gain G.

Let us consider the ideal dipole again. If equation (B.6) and (B.7) are used in equation
(B.8) and the integral is calculated we find

Pr = - r {21r [I
4
b.Z jWJ..L e

j
(3r sin oj x [Ib.z j {3 e

j
(3r sin oj R2sin OdOd</J

Jo Jo 7r 7' 47r r

With equation (B.IO) we find

I (Ib.Z) 2 • 2P(O,¢) = - - (3WJ..LSlIl °
2 47r

(B.I4)

(B.I5)

With both the expressions for Pr and P(O, ¢) we can calculate the antenna gain function
for the ideal dipole antenna.

3
G(O,¢) = "2sin20

And this implies that the antenna gain for an ideal dipole antenna g

(B.I6)

~ (G=1.76 dB).

B.2 Characteristics of the half wave dipole antenna

A very widely used antenna is the half-wave dipole antenna. It is a linear current whose
amplitude varies as one-half of a sine wave with a maximum at the center. It could be
imagined to flow on an infinitely thin, perfectly conducting, half wavelength long wire.
The advantage of a half-wave dipole is that it can be made to resonate and in this way
present a zero input reactance. To obtain a resonant condition for the half-wave dipole
the physical length must be somewhat shorter than a free space half-wavelength.
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Figure B.2: (a) Current distribution of the half-wave dipole. (b) Radiation pattern

Let us again place the current along the z-axis, than the current distribution of the half
wave dipole is written as

(B.I7)

where (3 = 2;. This current goes to zero at the ends and its maximum value I m occurs at
the centre as shown in Fig B.2. If we consider the half wave dipole consisting of a great
number of electrical (ideal) dipoles, we can use the superpositioning theorem. Using (B.7,
the far field of the half-wave dipole can be described as

E - j (3Zoi sin (J f~ sin[(3(l- Izl)] e- j {3R'dz
I) - 4 A R'1r -'4

(B.I8)

Where R' is the distance between source-point and field-point and the time dependence
is !lot used. If we consider R to be the distance from the origin to the field-point, the
following substitution can be made.

Substitution of (B.I9) in (B.I8) and integration gives

EI) = jZoi cos(~cos(J) C j {3R

21r sin (J R

(B.I9)

(B.20)

The (J -variation of this function determines the far field pattern. This (J-variation is
called the normalized electric field-pattern. The radiation pattern of a half-wave dipole
(Fig B.2.b) is slightly different from the radiation pattern the ideal dipole. The half
power beamwidth pattern of the half-wave dipole is 780 . For comparison, the half-power
beamwidth of an ideal dipole is 900 . This means that the antenna-gain of the half-wave
dipole will be somewhat higher than the antenna gain of the ideal dipole.
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(B.21 )

(B.24)

(B.26)

(B.25)

Gain and Radiation resistance

In the same way as has been done with the ideal dipole, the antenna gain can be calculated
for the half-wave dipole. Here it is sufficient to say that the antenna-gain of the half
wave dipole g=1.64 (G=2.15 dB). Another important characteristic of an antenna is the
radiation resistance or input impedance. If we again look at the radiated power of the
antenna we find with (B.ll) and (B.I0)

1 r r27r

Pr,dipole = 2Z
o
J
o

J
o

lEo 1
2
R

2
sin () d() d¢

After substitution of Eo and integration over ¢ we find

p. = zoj2 r [cos(~ cos ()j2 d() (B.22)
r,dIpole 47l" Jo sin ()

This radiated power has to be dissipated in an equivalent resistor of Rr Ohm. If we look
at the current for z = 0 we find for the power

1 A2 1 A2 • 2 7l"
Pr,dipole = 21 (O)Rr = 21 SIll 2" Rr (B.23)

From this follows for the radiation resistance of the half-wave dipole

. _ 111" [cosG cos ()j2
Rr dIpole - 60 . () d()

, 0 SIn

If we work out the integral we find the radiation resistance Rr to be 73.13 Ohm.

B.3 Characteristics of the ground plane antenna

Antennas are frequently operated in the presence of other structures. One such structure
that is commonly encountered is a ground plane. A ground plane in its ideal form is infi
nite in extent and perfectly conducting, often referred to as perfect ground plane. A solid
metal sheet that is large compared to the antenna size is, in most cases, well approximated
as a perfect ground plane. The characteristics of the quarter-wave ground plane antenna
(>'/4 monopole) can easily be deducted from the characteristics of the halve wave dipole.

A monopole is no more than a dipole divided in half at its center feed point and fed
against a ground plane. Therefore, the currents and charges on a monopole are the same
as on the upper half of its dipole counterpart, but the terminal voltage is only half that
of the dipole. The input impedance for a monopole is therefore half that of its dipole
counterpart, in other words

z. - "Vin, mono ! "Vin, dipole ~ Z· d' I
Ill, mono - lin, mono lin, dipole 2 Ill, IpO e

where Zin mono is the input resistance for a monopole. The same calculation can be made,
for the radiation resistance Rr,mono of a monopole

D _ Pr,mono _ !Pr,dipole = 1 R
Hr mono - 2 - 2 2 r,dipole

, ! Ihn, monoI ! Ilin, dipolel
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Transmitting antenna vertically polarized (antenna gain = 7.5 dB)

Receiving antenna vertically polarized

Transmitted power 0 dBm

Cable loss 12.5 dB

Distance between transmitting and receiving antenna = 3 m

90

Maximum received power =-41.9 dBm

Minimum received power = -44.3 dBm

Delta = 2.4 dB

o

Rotation angle of

receiving antenna

270

180

Figure B.3: Antenna diagram (xy plane) for the antenna used during the measurements.

The radiation pattern of a monopole above a perfect ground plane is the same as that of a
dipole (we only observe above the ground plane). Therefore, a monopole radiates one-half
of the total power of a similar dipole in free space. This means that the antenna-gain of
a monopole is one-half the gain of a dipole.

B.4 Characteristics of the antenna used for the measure
ments

The antennas used for the measurements are of the quarter wave length type. A large
metal plate was used as ground plane. This metal plate can not be assumed to be ideal.
Therefore, the characteristics of the used antennas where measured in a anechoic chamber.
For the transmitting antenna a Log Periodic antenna was used. The antenna character
istics of this antenna are known. We can determine the antenna gain of the receiving
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antenna in the following way

(dB) (B.27)

where Pre is the received power, P tr is the transmitted power, G tr is the antenna gain of
the transmitting antenna, Lc is the cable loss and L bf is the basic transmission loss. The
basic transmission loss for free space propagation is given by

(
47l"d)L bf = 2010g T (B.28)

where d is the distance between transmitter and receiving antenna in meters. For f = 763 MHz
(-\ = 0.393 m) this reduces to

Lbf = 30.1 + 20 log d (dB)

All variables filled in gives the following expression for Gr

Gr = Pre + 42.5

(B.29)

(B.30)

The received power at the receiving antennas varied between -41.9 and -44.3 dBm. This
means that Gr lies somewhere between -1.8 and 0.6 dB. In theory, a ideal quarter wave
length monopole with an infinitely large ground plane has an antenna gain of -0.85 dB.
Figure B.4 illustrates the antenna diagram in the xz plane. It can be seen can the leakage
at the bottom side (below the groundplane) is very low (30 dB down).
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Transmitting antenna horizontally polarized (antenna gain = 7.5 dB)

Receiving antenna horizontally polarized

Transmitted power 0 dBm

Cable loss 12.5 dB

Distance between transmitting and receiving antenna = 3 m

90

Maximum received power =-37.9 dBm

Minimum received power = -67.9 dBm

Delta = 30 dB

o

Rotation angle of

receiving antenna

270

180

Figure B.4: Antenna diagram (xz plane) for the antenna used during the measurements.
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Appendix C

The OFDM Transmitter

The dTTb project is a European project that aims to develop a (new) digital terrestrial
broadcast standard that should replace the current PAL/SECAM TV. For test purposes,
Philips Research Laboraties in Paris (LEP) have developed a DTTB test modem (trans
mitter and receiver). This modem has been installed in Eindhoven.

The transmitter is being installed at building WY of Philips Research in Eindhoven. This
transmitter transmits a OFDM test signal in UHF channel 57 (758-766 MHz). The height
of the transmitter antenna is about 65 meter. The UHF channel is 8 MHZ wide but the
OFDM transmitter generates a power spectrum with an effective bandwidth of 7 MHz.
This generated signal has a flat power spectrum so, the transmitter power is uniformly
distributed over the bandwidth.

The power at the input of the transmitting antenna is 19.2 W. The antenna gain of
the used transmitting antenna (Kathrein K733147) with respect to an isotropic radiator
equals 15.5 dB. This means that the Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) is 681 W.

The transmitting antenna is vertically polarized and is directed to the North/North-East
and covers most of the city of Eindhoven.

Figure D.1 shows the coverage area of the antenna. The two straight lines are the -6 dB
lines, and are derived from the antenna diagram of the transmitting antenna [8].

More details about the test signal are described in [8].
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Appendix D

Measurement sites

Measurements where carried out in a large number of residential houses, apartment build
ings and office buildings in Eindhoven:

• 18 residential houses, mostly constructed from brick or conrete or a mixture of both.
The sites where scattered all through the reception area.

• 9 apartment buildings, mostly constructed from reinforced concrete. The floor num
ber varied from 1 to 8. Reception quality in the apartment buildings depends heavily
on the reception height, at high floors there is often a line-of-sight with the trans
mitting antenna.

• 15 office building, mostly constructed from reinforced concrete.

For a graphical overview of all measurement sites see Figure D.l.
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Figure D.l: Measurement sites
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Appendix E

Glossary of Notations

notation

h(T)
N
8(T)
s( t,)
dt)
Es

Ie
0:

"Is
<Pe(T)
Tm

H(f)
Be
'0i,k(t)
Ts

Tg

B
Is
N
R
Bell
Neff
A
L

meanmg

impulse response
number of paths
dirac pulse
transmitted signal
received signal
the energy per symbol
the carrier frequency
the resulting complex attenuation factor
the complex attenuation factor of a single path
the time averaged signal-to-noise ratio per symbol
delay power spectrum
the multipath spread
the channel transfer function
the coherence bandwidth
othogonal base of signals
symbol time
guard interval time
bandwidth
subchannel bandwidth
number of OFDM subchannels
code-rate
effective bandwidth
effective subcarriers
wavelength
number of antennas
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notation

E(t)[·]
E(x)[.]

1'j

D:j

I
Ij
1j
1'e

I3j
p{(x)
P[~ ~ x]
No
G
G
Pwide

Pk

ak

P

1b
Q

meaning

time average
location average
received signal at jth antenna
the resulting complex attenuation factor at the jth antenna
the time averaged signal-to-noise ratio
the time averaged signal-to-noise ratio at antenna j
the location average of Ij
the combined signal
the weigthing factor of antenna j
density function
distribution function
noise power
gain achieved with a certain combining technique
average gain achieved with a certain combining technique
the wide-band received power of a measured OFDM spectrum
the measured power received in subchannel k
the real attenuation factor of subchannel k
the averaged received power per OFDM subchannel
the average signal-to-noise ratio per bit
number of simulation runs
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Appendix F

Article "Antenna Diversity for
Digital Video Broadcasting"
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In proceedil1gs: IEEE first symposium on comnlunicntiol1s nnd vehicular technology in the benelux, October 27-28, 1993, Delft, The Netherlands.

Antenna Diversity for Digital Video Broadcasting

Johan G.W.M. Janssen*, Paul G.M. de Bod Antoine J.M. Wijlaarst

Abstract

In the future, digital terrestrial broadcast systems
in Europe will probably be OFDM-based. With in
door and portable reception of such broadcasted sig
nals, the received signal suffers from frequency se
lective fading. A number of sub-channels of the
OFDM spectrum may be to weak for reliable recep
tion. A well known method of improving the per
formance of a system is to apply antenna diversity.
Due to the indoor reception of a terrestrial sig
nal with large delays, many fades within the band
width of the desired signal exist. Because of the
small spatial variation of the wide-band received
signal power and the many fades in the bandwidth
of the signal, traditional wide-band combining will
not result in much gain. In this paper we analyse
the performance of antenna diversity with narrow
band combining using measurements of a broad
casted OFDM signal. Combining can not only be
performed on sub-channel level, but it is also possi
ble to combine more than one channel at the same
time (16, 64, 256 etc. channels).

The re.sults show that the average gain reached
with narrow band selection combining is about 5.5
dB. At locations with poor reception the gain will
be even higher. With wideband selection combining
an average gain of 2 dB is achieved.

Multiplexing (OFDM), is described in [1]. OFDM
is a technique to multiplex many narrow-band sig
nals into one wide-band signal using a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) [2]. Guard intervals are used to
combat the multipath effects. With these guard in
tervals, OFDM is very well suited for transmission
over multi-path fading channels as for example the
terrestrial VHFjUHF channel [3].

A vertically polarized OFDM test signal with a
bandwidth of 7 MHz is being transmitted from one
of the buildings of Philips Research labs in Eind
hoven. The center-frequency of the transmitted
signal is 762 MHz (UHF channel 57, wavelength
A = 39.4 cm). The frequency spectrum of the
OFDM signal is flat. Because of the fact that the
spectrum is flat, it is very well suited for channel
measurements. This signal can be received at most
locations in Eindhoven.

One of the main problems in the wide-band sys
tem design is the frequency selective nature of
channels like the indoor reception channel (multi
path channel). The characteristics of the multi
path channel are described in Section 2. Narrow
band antenna diversity as well as different com
bining techniques are described in Section 3. In
Section 4-5 the mea.'>urements setup is discussed
and the results are presented. In Section 6 the re
sults are discussed and in Section 7 the conclusions
are formulated.

1 Introduction

The Multipath Channel

Consider a system where we transmit a narrow
band signal s, where E[ss*] = Es . If we transmit
s over a multipath channel, the signal will reach
the receiver through N different paths with differ
ent lengths. Each path i, i = 0, ... ,N-1 ha.,> its
own attenuation factor ai and propagation delay
-ro. where T' is assumed to be small with respect, l' l

to the symbol duration. The received signal be
comes r = L:~ol aie-j27r!cTis = as, where fe is
the carrier frequency of the transmitted signal. In
the presence of white gaussian noise n, the received
signal r becomes 7' = as + n. We further assume

"Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands

tphilips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000, 5600
JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands

It is only a matter of time before the current ana- 2
log television system, in Europe PALjSECAM,
will be replaced by a new terrestrial digital tele
vision system, baptized DTTB (Digital Terrestrial
Television Broadcasting). This new digital system
must supply a hierarchy of picture qualities, rang
ing from standard definition (SD) which is com
parable with PAL quality via enhanced definition
(ED) to high definition (HD). An example of such a
system, which uses Orthogonal Frequency Division
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Figure 1: a. Received power spectrum at positions Xl and x2, Xl - x2 = >../2, b. The normalised
received signal strength for different bandwidths, of an original flat 7 MHz wide OFDM spectrum, as
a function of the antenna position.

Antenna diversity at the receiver side can be used
for improving the performance of a system. Com
monly known and used forms of antenna diversity
include spatial diversity (two or more antennas at
a distance X apart), angle diversity (two or more
(reflector) antennas "looking" at different angles)
and polarisation diversity (two antennas with dif
ferent orthogonal polarisation) [5].

Antenna Diversity

tion with indoor portable reception, the coherence
bandwidth can be very small (50 kHz). Figure la
shows two received OFDM spectra with two differ
ent antennas spaced by >../2. This figure illustrates
the frequency selectivity. If we compare the two
received signals, we can see that the fades occur at
different frequencies.

Figure 1b shows the measured signal power as
function of the antenna position for three different
bandwidths. The receiving antenna was placed in
doors (no line of sight with transmitter). We can
see that the narrow-band received signal strength
is very dependent on the antenna location. The
wide-band received signal strength, on the other
hand, is not very dependent on the antenna posi
tion. This averaging effect is typical for a terres
trial multipath channel.

Until now we have assumed to transmit a
narrow-band signal. The OFDM signal is a wide
band signal. If we transmit the OFDM signal over
a multi-path channel, the received signal suffers
from frequency selectivity [4]. Therefore the com- 3
plex attenuation factor a not only varies as func
tion of the location of the antenna but a also de
pends on the frequency. The minimum frequency
spacing over which the channel transfer function
is essentially uncorrelated, is called the coherence
bandwidth (ti.J)c [4]. This coherence bandwidth
is dependent on the delay spread. The longer the
delay spread, the closer the spacing of the fades
in the frequency domain. In a broadband situa-

E[aa*] = 1 and E[nn*] = No.
Because the different received paths can add up
destructively or constructively at a certain loca
tion, the received narrow-band signal strength is
very dependent on the location of the receiving
antenna (spatial fading). At specific antenna lo
cations the received narrow-band signal can be in
a deep fade and all information will be lost. The
distance over which we need to shift the antenna
in order to receive essentially independent signal
strengths in such channels is called the coherence
distance Xc' This coherence distance is usually in
the order of >'/2, where>' is the wavelength of the
transmit ted signal.
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for each OFDM sub-channel separately. In other
words, the front-end and OFD demultiplexer needs
to be implemented L fold. The outputs of the dif
ferent OFD demultiplexers are fed to N combiners.
Much higher gain can be achieved with this kind
of narrow-band combining on a frequency selective
fading channel.

An implementation of a complete OFDM trans
mission scheme with L = 2 receiving antennas is
shown in Figure 3. This scheme is also used for the
measurements as described in the next section.

The transmitted OFDM signal, discussed in the in
troduction, is used for the measurements. Due to
multipath effects the transmitted spectrum is dis
turbed on its way to the receiving antenna. Using
measurements of the received OFDM spectra, and
simulations using these spectra, the gain of L = 2
antenna diversity with narrow-band combining is
determined.

The measurements were carried out with the
system showed in Figure 4. The computer is used
as control-unit. With a little motor, antenna 2
can be moved over a distance of about 1 me
ter. In this way the antenna spacing is varied.
The OFDM power-spectra, measured by the spec
trum analyser, are sent to the computer and stored
on a hard-disk for later evaluation and used in
simulations. The antennas used to receive the 7
MHz wide OFDM signals, are >../4 monopoles with
a groundplane, tuned for UHF channel 57 (758
766MHz). A large metal plate is used as ground
plane. Both antennas are vertically polarised. The
antennas are connected to a spectrum analyser
with a coaxial cable. The first experiments showed
that the antenna characteristics approached those
of theoretical >../4 mono-poles with an infinitely
large ground-plane [8][9].

To obtain representative results it is neccesary
to measure the OFDM spectrum at many differ
ent locations. The locations were taken all over
Eindhoven. Measurements where carried out in a
large number of office-buildings, residential houses
and apartment buildings within the range of the
transmitter. Multiple measurements per location
were carried out. In residential houses, for exam
ple, measurements where carried out in the living
room kitchen and other rooms that were reach-,
able with the measurement setup. In the office
buildings many measurements were carried out in
different rooms and floors [8].

During a measurement run, the setup was placed

Consider a received signal where the complex
attenuation factor a is constant over the received
spectrum (flat fading) but only dependent on the
antenna position. One way to solve the problem
of fading, is the use of spatial diversity. Consider
an array of L antennas. If the antenna spacing is
larger than the coherence distance Xc, the received
signals at the different antennas will be uncorre
lated. The received signals of all antennas need
to be combined into a new signal by a combiner.
We want to design a combiner that maximizes the
average signal-to-noise ratio 'Y and improves the
resulting distribution of the signal-to-noise ratio. 4
On each antenna j, j = 1, ... , L, we receive the
signal rj = ajB + nj, where aj is the complex at
tenuation factor of the lh antenna signal and nj

is the noise component of the lh signal.

A combiner generates a received signal r =
(38 + n. We can distinguish several different com
bining techniques. We can simply add up all the
received signals T'j. This combining technique is
called linear combining. Linear combining does
not improve the average signal-to- noise ratio. As
sume that we can make a perfect estimate of the
phase Lnj of the received signals. Now we can
combine the L signals by adding them up, each
signal corrected for the phase Ln j' This com
bining technique is called equal gain combining.
The optimal combining method is maximum ra
tio combining, where the L signals are added up,
each weighted with the complex conjugate of aj [6].
Another combining method is selection combining,
where one antenna signal is processed according to
a specified selection criterion. One selection crite
rion is to choose the antenna signal with the largest
received power. In Figure 2 (taken from [7]), the
performance of the different combining techniques
as function of the average signal-to-noise ratio is
shown with L = 2 antenna diversity on an in
finitely interleaved Rayleigh fading channel. For
RS-coded QPSK, maximum ratio, equal gain and
selection combining lead to a significant perfor
mance improvement. Other combining techniques
not using the phase information did not result in
gain and will not be investigated any further.

UntH now we have assumed that the complex
attenuation factors a were constant over the re
ceived spectrum (flat fading). This is not valid for
wide-band signals such as OFDM. Because of the
frequency selective spatial fading and the fact that
there is only a little variation in the total received
wide-band power, wide-band combining will not
result in much gain.

In [7], it is suggested to perform the combining

Channel Measurements
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In this section, results are presented showing the
difference in performance between several narrow
band and wide-band combining techniques. The
results were derived from computer simulations.
Figure 5 shows how the computer simulations are
carried out. Each block in Figure 5 is a subpro
gram that performs the action desired. Initially
bits are generated randomly. The generated bits
are encoded in a Reed Solomon encoder using a
RS[255,223,33] code. Each Reed Solomon block
consists of 255 bytes. Each byte is allocated to a
specific OFDM subchannel. When we use four of
these code-blocks 4 x 255 = 1020 sub-channels will
be occupied. During the simulation, no frequency
interleaving was applied between the channels that

at a fixed position, while antenna 2 was moved
to vary the distance between the two antennas.
The initial spacing of the two antennas was always
10 cm (:::::: >../4). During one measurement run, 50
spectra received from each antenna were measured
and sent to the computer. After a spectrum was
read, antenna 2 was moved each time over a dis
tance of 1.25 cm (>..j32). After 50 measurements
the distance between the antennas was 72.5 cm.
The measurements showed that under stationary
conditions the two antennas did not influence each
other, so antenna 1 received 50 identical frequency
spectra.

During a period of three weeks, measurements
were carried out at 40 different locations. At each
location, a number of 3 to 8 measurement runs
were carried out. This gave a total of approxi
mately 200 measurement runs. One month after
the measurements were finished, a few locations
were visited again to verify the earlier acquired
data.

5 Simulations
techniques

of combining

belonged to a certain block. In [8], simulation re
sults for different frequency interleaving depths are
presented. The encoded bits are converted to a
QPSK constellation and multiplexed into an ear
lier discussed OFDM signal. The measured OFDM
signal with a bandwidth B = 7 MHz is divided
into 1020 sub-channels. The sub-channel spacing
becomes is = B /1020 = 6.8 kHz.

The spectra measured at the different locations
were used as fading characteristics in the simula
tions. Each received OFDM sub-channel has its
own received signal strength. By normalising the
wide-band received average signal power, an atten
uation factor for each OFDM sub-channel can be
calculated. Each OFDM sub-channel will now be
disturbed by a different attenuation factor. Be
cause the measured spectra had no phase compo
nent, the attenuation factor used to disturb the
simulated OFDM signals is a real value. Since
maximum ratio combining and equal gain com
bining use some kind of phase recovery (coher
ent detection) to combine the different signals, we
don't need a phase component (presuming per
fect recovery). White Gaussian Noise is added
to the disturbed signal. The two received signals
are combined at sub-channel level and generate a
new signal that will be QPSK-demodulated and
RS-decoded, so we can calculate the final bit er
ror rate (BER). If we keep in mind that for each
k th sub-channel rk = D:kSk + nkl we can define
a signal-to-noise ratio 'Yk for each different sub-

~channel. 'Yk = No'. The noise power level No
can be varied. Now it is possible to calculate the
BER as function of the mean signal-to-noise ratio
per transmitted bit, '::fb = Eb/ No, where Eb is the
energy per information bit.

In Figure 1a we showed two different spectra
received at the same location with an antenna
spacing of >../2. We can use these two spectra to
simulate and calculate the bit error rate of differ-
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Figure 6: Simulation results for a coded OFDM
scheme for different narrow-band (2 antennas)
combining techniques and results with no combin
ing.

ent combining techniques as function of the sig
nal to noise ratio. Figure 6 shows these results.
Both maximum-ratio and selection combining are
simulated. For bit error rates smaller than 10-4 ,

maximum-ratio combining performs 1 dB better
than selection combining, and selection combining
performs 13 dB better than no combining in this
particular case. The two curves on the right are the
simulation results for the received signals, achieved
without antenna diversity. We can define the gain
G as the performance improvement of the system,
achieved with selection combining. For this partic
ular case G = 13 dB. Of course this is only one ex
ample at one location at one antenna distance, for
which the gain obtained with narrow-band com
bining is very high. We are more interested in a
linear average value of G (G) were we can see the
performance difference between narrow-band com
bining and traditional (wide-band) combining. We
also like to investigate if there is an optimum an
tenna spacing. In order to reduce the complexity
of a receiver, it is advantageous to minimise the
subdivision of the wideband spectrum before com
bining. If the coherence bandwidth (l:i.f)c is much
larger than the bandwidth of a single OFDM sub
channel, it might very well be possible that com
bining with more than one sub- channel is as effec
tive as combining per individual sub-channel. We
have already mentioned that each measurement
run consisted of 50 spectra for each antenna. If
we want to carry out simulations with these spec
tra, we can use the measured spectrum of antenna
1 and combine it with any of the 50 measured spec-
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Figure 8: Average power fl uct uation as a function
of the combining bandwidth.
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If we increase the bandwidth over which we cal
culate the average received power fluctuation, we
have the results of Figure 8. We can see that the
average wide-band power fluctuation of the OFDM
spectrum is 8 dB lower than the average narrow
band power fl uct uation. This difference is an indi
cation for the extra gain that can be accomplished
with narrow-band combining compared to wide
band combining.

The results shown in Fig 7 only give information
about the mean value G. It is also interesting to
know how the actual gain is distributed over the
different measurements. We can !nake a gain dis
tribution function. Figure 9 shows the distribution
of the gain achieved with 1 sub-channel combining.
The results from measurements where the antenna
spacing was smaller than >../3 were not taken into
account. One striking item in the results of Figure
9 is the fact that locations exist, where no gain is
obtained with narrow- band selection-combining.
This can be easily explained. If we receive two dif
ferent OFDM power-spectra at two different loca
tions, narrow-band selection combining selects for
each sub- channel the strongest one. Ifone received
spectrum is entirely stronger than the other one,
selection combining will select every sub-channel
from the stronger one. The gain reached in com
parison with that spectrum is then of course 0 dB.

6 Discussion

tra of antenna 2. Another possibility is to combine
the received spectra of antenna 2 at those 50 loca
tion mutually. This leads to 50 x 49 more useful
combining simulations for each measurement run.
Because the simulations are very time-consuming,
not every measured spectrum was taken into ac
count. From the complete set of 50 spectra in each
measurement run, only 25 were used.

If the combining bandwidth is larger than the
sub-channel spacing, the attenuation factor a is
not constant any more and maximum ratio com
bining can not be simulated anymore. For this rea
son only the performance of selection-combining is
simulated. For each sub-channel or number of sub
channels the strongest signal is selected. If we com
bine per sub- channel, the signal with the largest
amplitude is selected, but if we combine with more
than one sub-channel, the mean power over these
sub-channels is calculated and the ones with the
largest mean power are selected. Figure 7 shows
the simulation results, giving a mean value of G
over all locations.

A number of things can be derived from these re
sults. First we see that the antenna spacing is of
importance. If the antenna spacing is larger than
>"/3, G becomes constant. We also see that the
combining bandwidth is of importance. If we com
pare the performance of narrow-band combining
(1 sub-channel) with wide-band combining (1024
sub- channels), we see that on average narrow
band combining performs about 3.5 dB better
than wide-band combining. If we would consider
only locations far away from the transmitter, at
the ground floor with absolutely no line of sight
component, the performance gain of narrow-band
combining compared with wide-band combining is
much larger. In other words, at locations with poor
reception conditions, the gain of narrow-band com
bining, compared to wide-band combining, tends
to be larger. Numerical results will be presented
in [8].

From the decrease in performance, when more
sub-channels are combined at the same time, it can
be derived that the spatial fading of the received
spectra decreases if we look at the mean power
of an increasing frequency-band. Wide-band com
bining also results in some gain. This means there
will still be some wide-band spatial fading (flat fad
ing). If we calculate the average received narrow
band power fluctuation over a distance >.., at every
measurement location, we find this to be 16 dB.
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lection combining for a coded OFDM scheme.

1)f' 5.5 dB. If we calculate P[G > 5.5 dB], we
find this to be P[G > 5.5 dBJ=0.34. We can
say that narrow-band combining exceeds the mean
gain reached with narrow-band combining in 34%
of thE' cases.

7 Conclusions

We havE' determined thE' performance of selection
combining using different combining bandwidths
on measured frequency selective channels. Wide
band selection combining improves the perfor
mance with 2 dB with respect to no antenna diver
sity. Narrow-band combining, on the other hand
improves, on average, the performance with 5.5 dB
with respect to no antenna diversity. At locations
with poor reception conditions the gain of narrow
band combining is even larger.
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